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New alcohol policy changes parties
By MICHELLE WONG

parties.
It used to be a requirement for spon¬
sors of campus-wide parties to sell tickets
Bates administrators have revised the for parties where alcohol was served only in
College’s alcohol policy in a move to lessen advance. This year, tickets can be bought and
student and college liability during campus¬ sold at the door.
wide parties.
A necessary step added this year that
The new policy better complies with nullifies the advance ticket sales requirement
Maine state laws, said Dean of Students E is that party sponsors must arrange for a
Celeste Branham last week in a presentation contract with one of four caterers authorized
to resident coordinators and junior advisors. by the Student Activities Office.
To this end, only a few select licensed cater¬
The caterers are: Pub 74 in Auburn,
ers, and not students, can purchase and Andrew’s Catering in Lisbon Falls, L’ltalien’s
serve alcohol at student-sponsored campus¬ Liquor Service in Auburn, and Davinci’s in
wide parties.
Lewiston.
“It’s not an issue of eliminating alco¬
Party sponsors can choose the most
hol on campus,” Branham said. The revisions competitive caterer to run the event’s cash
are for the College “to reduce risk for all par¬ bar, from which caterers said they will sell
ties concerned,” with regard to fines and jail the sponsors’ chosen alcoholic and nonalco¬
time that could result if students and admin¬ holic drinks.
istrators break the law.
Proper identification, such as a Maine
Some state laws and the definitive state identification card or a driver’s license,
Bates College policy are outlined in thel997- will be required at the bar.
98 handout on Drugs & Alcohol, which is
By state law and college policy, cater¬
available at this week’s open forums and ers have the right to refuse to serve students
from resident coordinators and junior advi¬ for reasons such as presentation of false
sors.
identification or visible intoxication.
The new policy changes the rules that
There are no drink limits at the bar
returning students were supposed to have per se, but bartenders will assess each
followed in throwing and attending campus¬ person’s level of intoxication when they de¬
wide parties in years past.
cide whether or not to serve a customer.
Campus-wide
Pub 74 and
(or all-campus) par¬
Andrew’s Catering
ties are defined as
said that the number
“social events for
of caterers they send
to work at a party
more than 50 people
which are open to
will depend on the
any member of the
size of the event.
Bates community
A contract like
and their guests,”
the
one
that
F. Celeste Branham,
accordingto the new
Andrew’s Catering
dean of students
policy. This is un¬
has just entered into
changed from last
with Bates is the first
year.
one of its kind from
Also unchanged is the rule that all¬ which the caterer has agreed to work. Crane
campus parties can only be sponsored by confirmed the notion that party preparations
student organizations or house councils that and executions will be worked out on a trial
receive proper authorization after complet¬ basis.
ing one of the Student Activity Office’s blue
“In the beginning, we’ll probably have
slips.
more people than we need,” said Joyce
Under last year’s policy, campus-wide Crane, manager of Andrew’s Catering.
party sponsors could buy and dispense alco¬
For example, at a party that is de¬
hol to legal drinkers, provided that the spon¬ signed to draw an estimated crowd of 200
sors acted in accordance with state law and people, the owner of Pub 74 said he would
College policy.
supply two bartenders, two to four people to
By the revised policy, student sponsors mill around the party and watch for illegal
of campus-wide parties cannot tend bar at drinkers, and additional door bouncers to
their own organization’s functions. Nor can check tickets and make sure that no one with
they subsidize the purchase of alcohol for alcohol enters or leaves the party.
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sports. Step up to the plate and apply for the
paid position. This week, skip ahead to

At an event, if a caterer sees a legal
drinker wearing the requisite bracelet hand
a beer to someone underage, then both
people would be asked to leave the scene,
said Peter Taylor, assistant dean of students.
Taylor said that the deans will collect
the names of policy offenders and that these
people could be subjected to review on a caseby-case basis.
“Sanctions, if warranted, will apply,”
Taylor said.
What would warrant a sanction is still
undefined.
Taylor said that a sanction could in¬
clude a conference with the deans. But it is
“very unlikely someone would be expelled
from campus for this infraction,” he said.
It is yet to be determined whether cam¬
pus-wide parties will end up costing students
more or less money than they have paid per
event in the past.
Since there is no longer a flat fee for
party entrance and drinks, each individual
will pay the ticket price plus the added cost
of drinks consumed, which will vary from
person to person.
At tonight’s Den Terrace party, tickets
are 99 cents in advance and $2 at the door.

A pint of beer will cost $1.50.
There has not been any drink price
setting among caterers, according to Bates
deans and the caterers. Caterers themselves
say that their prices are negotiable, depend¬
ing on the size of the venue.
The caterers will earn money only by
drink sales, the Deans said. Thev will not
charge for setting up or working at Bates
parties.
In their research, the Deans said that
they examined the alcohol policy at Bowdoin
College, among other peer institutions.
Bowdoin’s policy is also to follow state
laws, and to approve only Friday and Satur¬
day night social events where alcohol is
present.
In addition, Bowdoin requires party
sponsors to register their events — where
roughly 10 or more people will gather in cam¬
pus common space, and where alcohol will
be served in this space — with the Director
of Student Activities for approval.
Alcohol at these Bowdoin functions is
limited to beer, wine and champagne.
At Bowdoin, at least one of the desigContinued on Page 3

Convocation speaker
endorses liberal arts
By MATT BROMLEY

Staff Writer
The Bates Student is happy to an¬
nounce that the 1997 installment of the an¬
nual college commencement went as
planned. The college turned out in consis¬
tently low numbers despite the caliber of the
speaker hosted by the college this year. But
maybe that was just an expression of our
individuality.
The honorary speaker this year was
James O. Freedman, President of Dartmouth
College. Educated in law at Harvard and
Yale, he studied under Chief Justice
Thurgood Marshall and worked in a New
York law firm for several years. After being
a professor of law at the University of Penn¬
sylvania, he became Dean of that college for
three years before transferring to the Uni¬

versity of Iowa to assume the Presidency
there. Throughout his career, he has re¬
mained proud of his Jewish heritage and has
a steadfast belief in the quality and progress
that a Liberal Arts Education has the possi¬
bility of giving.
As an opening to the Commencement
ceremonies, Liam D. Clarke, president of the
Representative Assembly, addressed the in¬
coming class of 2001. He advised them to
stand up and look around in order to “...take
note of what is around us.” On the subject of
a Liberal Arts Education, Clarke believes
that it can teach leadership and compromise
and that involvement is a responsibility used
to question and explore the world and the
community one belongs to. “Liberal Arts
helps to teach how to solve different prob-

ContinuedonPage2
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Cutten
“Serious daring starts from within”
Maintenance
Center
dedicated
Continued from Page 1

lems,” he said. Clarke believes that the Lib¬
eral Arts help people utilize their “...poten¬
tial to make an impact as we learn how to
make an impact in our lives and the lives of

By MARIA BARTON

Copy Editor
The newphysical plant building—the
Cutten Maintenance Center — on the Bates
campus was dedicated on Wednesday Sep¬
tember 3rd at noon in a ceremony behind
Merrill Gym. The Cutten Maintenance Cen¬
ter was built using funds bequeathed to Bates
by recently deceased engineer William K.
Cutten ‘38. This new maintenance center
was built to replace the 35 year-old Andrews
Road Maintenance Center, which was demol¬
ished in order to make room for a new Bates
academic building. The new two-story, 31,030
square foot maintenance center houses all
physical plant operations including admin¬
istrative offices, shops and storage for the
skilled trades (plumbing, electricity, carpen¬
try, and painting), and operations areas for
grounds maintenance, custodial services,
and shipping and receiving. A spacious
plans/drawingroom has been added as well
as dining, lounge, and training rooms for the
120 member staff. The Cutten Maintenance
Center has been designed and equipped to
provide safe and effective work spaces, in¬
cluding a separate spray paint booth in the
paint shop, several exhaust hoods in the
plumbing, carpentry, and equipment main¬
tenance areas, a new welding area and hood,
and exhaust and C02 detection systems in
the vehicle and equipment garage. The old
Bates maintenance building was built 25
years ago to serve as headquarters for vari¬
ous buildings and grounds staff who had been
working out of offices in dormitory base¬
ments. The cupola from the old maintenance
building now rests in a grove of trees in front
of the Cutten Maintenance Center. Phyllis
Graber Jensen, a staff writer at College Re¬
lations, says the cupola serves as a “link be¬
tween the old and the new.”
Duringthe dedication ceremony, Presi¬
dent Harward spoke about William Cutten
and the future hopes of the Cutten Mainte¬
nance Center. The building’s improved fea¬
tures and healthier work environment will
better enable the physical plant staff to sus¬
tain the beauty and physical integrity of the
campus through their talented work and
hard effort. The Bates workers were praised
for their dedication, loyalty, and work. Presi¬
dent Harward expressed his feelings that the
Cutten Maintenance Center is a “space which
speaks of the importance of their work.”
During the dedication a time capsule from
the old maintenance center was unveiled. It
contained old campus papers, catalogues,
and coins.
The new academic building being built
in place of the Andrews Road Maintenance
Center is a 17 million dollar project expected
to be completed in 1999. “This is the most
ambitious building project undertaken in the
history of the college” says President
Harward. The new building, to be positioned
on the Bates Campus overlooking Lake
Andrews, will provide classroom, laboratory,
and faculty office space for seven social sci¬
ence departments and four interdisciplinary
programs.

others near to us, as well as those distant
from this place.”
James 0. Freedman echoed these
thoughts and elaborated on the subject in his
address to the Class of 2001. President
Freedman advised the students that the most
important ideal they can learn from their
Bates experience is the usage of a Liberal
Arts Education: “A Liberal Arts Education
conveys to you...a sense of joy in learning.”
After describing his connection to Bates Col¬
lege (his father was a graduate in 1920 who,
as a debater, was teammates with Benjamin
H. Mays and admired Brooks Quimby, who
graduated two years before him). He went
on to emphasize Bates’ continuing devotion
to the Liberal Arts and its consistent rein¬
forcement of a Liberal Arts Education. The
importance of a Liberal Arts Education can
be expressed in many ways according to
President Freedman. Significant aspects of
a Liberal Education are the provision of con¬
tact with different cultures, working stan¬
dards, and opportunities to develop emo¬
tions. It can “fire the mind with new ideas”
and “probe the mysteries of the natural
world.” The education Bates can produce
meaning in enduring historical achieve¬
ments, awaken the power of art, or express
the hopes, desires, dreams, and nightmares
of the students. He urged students to “seek
admiration of the most authentic authorities”
and to “develop an individual perception” of
the world. Yet he advised the audience to
retain an inherent skepticism, for the “no¬
tion of skepticism is an important character¬
istic of a fine mind and a quality of Liberal
Education.” He also charged the incoming
class to “emulate men and women who are
idealists.” Individualism is a direct product

James 0. Freedman, President of Dartmouth College, stresses the importance of a liberal arts education.
Patrick Serengulian photo

of a Liberal Arts Education which James O.
Freedman believes must originate from
within in order to change the world.
The final Commencement speaker was
Bates College President Donald W. Harward.
Instead of concentrating on the subject of the
Liberal Arts education in process and prac¬
tice, he focused instead on Bates’ role in the
future which will aid its contribution to a Lib¬
eral Arts Education. Looking forward, he
believes the college should identify how the
Liberal Arts, and Bates, should and will re¬
spond to futures challenges, such as program
funding and changing teaching methods.
“Bates is busy examining how teaching
works now as we teach,” Harward said. He
also charged the college community to ex¬
amine “how reality stimulates an atmo¬
sphere of learning,” and to determine “...the
boundaries of learning now.”
An ill-attended commencement for the
beginning of the 1997 Bates College academic
year examined the role of a Liberal Arts Edu¬

cation and welcomed the incoming class of
2001. Liam D. Clarke welcomed the firstyears and challenged them to discover the
“classroom around them.” Following an in¬
troduction from Martha A. Crunkleton, Dean
of the Faculty and Vice President for Aca¬
demic Affairs, James 0. Freedman advised
the students of various methods of utilizing
a Liberal Arts Education. He also suggested
the new class use their Bates education to
become individuals who make decisions
based on both observation and experience.
Finally, President Donald W Harward spoke
on the future of a Liberal Arts Education with
respect to Bates’ role in its future and the
need for money to enhance facilities where
teaching can be changed and utilized to pro¬
mote Bates’ Liberal Arts Education. These
speeches could, perhaps, be summed up in
one sentence which President Freedman
quoted at the end of his speech from Eudora
Welty: “All serious daring starts from within.”

The Office of the Dean of Students invites all
students to attend one of the following open
forums to discuss the new guidelines for all¬
campus parties found in the revised Bates College
Alcohol Policy effective this fall.
Residents of Chase, Hacker, Hayes, Clason, Davis, Leadbetter, Mitchell, and Moulton should attend:
Friday, September 5th, Chase Lounge at 7:30 pm.
Residents of Small, Wilson, Pierce, Webb, Parsons, and Turner should attend:
Friday, September 5th, Chase Lounge at 8:30 pm.
Residents of Roger Williams, J.B., Hedge, Rand, Parker, Cheney, and off-campus students should attend:
Monday, September 8th, Chase Lounge at 7:30 pm.

Please attend the open forum scheduled for your residence. Thank you for your
cooperation.
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Campus-wide parties to be dry for minors
Continued from Page 1

nated sponsors must abstain from drinking
alcohol during the sponsored event, and all
hosts must remain “sober and responsive to
potential violations of the alcohol regulations
that may occur while the function is in
progress,” according to Bowdoin College
Policies.
“We’ve been operating loosely vis-a-vis
our counterpart institutions for many years,”
Branham said in a presentation given to
R.C.s and J.A.s.
Branham said that one implication of
the new policy would be that it could “drive
drinking underground,” she said, meaning
that it’s possible that small gatherings with
alcohol could replace some large-scale cam¬
pus-wide parties, and that students might
drive off campus to get alcohol and then drive
back to campus intoxicated.
“We have to strategize together so that
that does not become normative,” she said,
encouraging R.C.s and J.A.s to be creative.
While the catering requirement could
be profitable for the select authorized cater¬
ers, the new alcohol policy could have some
negative effects on businesses where Bates
students used to have the option to shop for
alcohol for campus-wide parties.
During the 1996-97 academic year, stu¬
dents bought alcohol for the annual Hallow¬
een and Midnight Madness parties at one of
two Roopers stores in Lewiston.
Students spent an estimated $40,000
to $50,000 at Roopers last year, said Stephen
Roop, the stores’ owner. He said that about
half of this spendingwas on alcohol for cam¬
pus-wide parties.

Bates students’ spending at Roopers
totals only about 1 percent of Roops’s total
business, but the policy “will have an impact
on keg sales, without a doubt,” Roop said.
“I hope we get walk-in business,” he
said.
One organization that used to buy its
alcohol from Roopers for all-campus parties
is WRBC, which, up to the middle of this
week, had the opportunity to sponsor the first
campus-wide party of the year.
On Tuesday night, WRBC executive
board members decided against sponsoring
it, said the station’s general manager, despite
Assistant Dean of Students Peter Taylor’s

offer to fund the party from money from the
Student Activities and Dean of Students of¬
fices.
Keith Gauger ’99, WRBC’s general
manager, said that WRBC realized the “im¬
portance of bringing the campus together,”
but that board members shied away from
throwing the first event because they antici¬
pated adverse reactions from students.
“The knee-jerk reaction of students of
three upperclass years will be to say, ‘This
really sucks,’” he said. And “once you get
stuck with a bad reputation for throwing
parties, it’s tough to shake that.”
“That’s not a risk we’re willing to

take,” Gauger said. He added that WRBC’s
decision was not just about the
organization’s image, but also about the is¬
sue of raising revenue from parties in the
future.
The WRBC executive board did agree
to sponsor a party sometime this semester,
and possibly one with a rave theme, Gauger
said.
Taylor said that the office of student
activities will continue to subsidize party en¬
tertainment costs as an incentive for them
to sponsor social events during a transition
period of an unspecified length.
The deans “see the needs and purpose
of bringing students together,” Taylor said.
Turner House is to sponsor the first
campus-wide party of the year tonight on the
Den Terrace.
“We’re simply helping out Peter [Tay¬
lor] because he needed someone to sponsor
the first Den Terrace party,” said Jay Lively
’98, R.C. of Turner House. “Although we had
planned to throw a party at Turner, we fig¬
ured that we would invite the whole campus.”
The party could not be held at Turner
because its lounge can only be blue slipped
for 50 people.
“Additionally, the Den Terrace party is
a tradition, and it would be a shame if no one
sponsored it,” Lively said.

Do you know something we
should know?
Gall the Bates Student at

<207)795-7494

Den Pub Update:
Because of technical and staffing
difficulties, the debut of the Den
Pub has been postponed until
next week.

PUT PEN TO
PAPER AND WRITE
NEWS FOR THE
BATES STUDENT
Meetings Sunday at
8 p.m., 224 Chase
HaR
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Forum
Liberal justices: Myth or reality?
Bates senior debunks conservatives' claims of liberal bias within the American Bar Association
By DAVID LIEBER
Staff Writer
A contingent of reckless, but neverthe¬
less persistent, Republican Congressmen
continue to step up their attacks on the fed¬
eral judiciary. The elimination of the ABA’s
role in advising the Senate on candidates for
federal judgeships, impeachment of federal
judges, legislative override of judicial deci¬
sions, and an end to judicial review are some
of the tasty ideas floating about, aimed at
eviscerating one of the most demonic forces
plaguing American life today: judicial activ¬
ism.
Many conservatives want to end the
American Bar Association’s quasi-official
role in advising the Senate on candidates for
judgeships. Republicans, among them Utah
Senator Orrin Hatch and Congressman
Christopher Cox of California, Tom Delay of
Texas, and Bob Barr of Georgia, contend that
the ABA’s liberal bias precludes it from ef¬
fectively screening a candidate’s “judicial
temperament, integrity and professional
competence.” The ABA rates proposed fed¬
eral judges “well qualified”, “qualified”, or
“not qualified” after extensive interviews that
are conducted with 50-100 lawyers who have
worked closely in the past with the candidate
in question.
One would expect that Republican al¬
legations of a left-wing bias in the ABA’s
evaluating techniques stem either from A) an
abundance of “not qualified” ratings by the
ABA during the Reagan-Bush years or B)
substantial liberal proclivities among federal
judges confirmed duringClinton’s tenure. In
fact, neither complaint A nor B is grounded
in reality.
The ABA certainly was not a barrier
to the judicial makeover undertaken in the
Reagan-Bush years. The ABA rated only one
Reagan appointee “not qualified” and had no
objections to any of the Bush appointees.
Among those rated “well qualified” by the
ABA are the extremely conservative Robert

Bork (whose nomination failed) and Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia. Since 1960,
only 26 candidates rated “not qualified” by
the ABA have subsequently been nominated
to the federal judiciary, and 23 of these “not
qualified” candidates were nominated by
Democratic presidents.
Two independent studies, one con¬
ducted by the magazine Judicature and the
other conducted by professors from the Uni¬
versities of South Carolina, Houston, and Ap¬
palachian State, concluded that President
Clinton’s appointees are generally moderate
(they’re also very wealthy). The study con¬
ducted by the university professors con¬
cluded that federal district judges appointed
by Clinton rendered liberal decisions 46% of
the time, while federal appellate judges ap¬
pointed by Clinton rendered liberal decisions
36.5% of the time.
Former Reagan Attorney General Ed
Meese asserts that a philosophy embracing
the notion of judicial restraint (and not the
professional credentials of a candidate) is the
most important factor in determining
whether a particular individual is qualified
to serve on the federal bench. Supporting
judicial restraint (and thus eschewing judi¬
cial activism) is a nice way of saying “Don’t
Overturn the decisions of the legislature, par¬
ticularly when those decisions are conserva¬
tive.”
Here’s a hypothetical situation illus¬
trating the difference between what legal
scholars call judicial restraint and judicial
activism: a gay couple from Maine files a
lawsuit in federal district court seeking ju¬
dicial relief from the Maine legislature’s en¬
actment of a law banning same-gender mar¬
riages. An advocate of judicial restraint ac¬
cords deference to the decision of the legis¬
lature as the lawmaking authority, and up¬
holds the ban.
A more thorough analysis of the issues
with such a case, however, would reveal that
the Supreme Court of the United States has
declared marriage a “fundamental” right

Bates: A First Year’s Perspective
By MELISSA MITCHELL
Staff Writer
Pear, dread, anticipation, and in¬
tense emotional turmoil. These were all
feelings that were pumping through my
veins the first day of orientation. I had
talked to my roommate over the phone
prior to my arrival and was anxious to
meet her. I was excited at the prospect
of starting my own life away from par¬
ents, and was also fearing the separa¬
tion. Though this was what I had been
primed all my life to do, I was scared. I
was leaving behind the only life I knew
to start another one with people whom I
have never met before.
The second day was better, but not
by much. I went to several orientation
meetings, skipping only one to go to the
Auburn Mall. The roadtrip and block
party were a fun and interesting way o
meet people. I am over a few of he fears
I had the day before “Playfair”. That
night helped a lot. I got to meet lots of
people and realized that I was not the
only one who feit alone and scared.
On Monday I attended a
Multiculturaiism discussion which really
opened my eyes. I grew up in a small

town, predominately white, where every¬
body knew everybody else. There was a
Native American Reservation outside of
the town and I grew up, also, amongst a
lot of hatred. I am slowly discovering
that the lives of others are different than
mine and that everybody has an inter¬
esting story to tell.
That night my house went to the
Chase Hall Crawl, after-which a few of
us went back to my room and stayed up
all night discussing our lives with one an¬
other. I sat and listened for the most part;
I was not yet ready to tell people I had
just met all about my life. Listening to
my new friends tell about their lives, tri¬
als and tribulations really was great. I
realize now that I am not the only one
with insecurities about college and that
everyone has fears their first year. The
trip to the beach on Tuesday was re¬
freshing. Hearing the sound of pound¬
ing surf and seagulls made me feel at
ease and I came back with the feeling
that life at Bates was going to be alright
after all.

guaranteed by the 14th amendment. A state
that wishes to encroach upon that fundamen¬
tal right must have a “compelling governmen¬
tal interest” for doing so. The state of Maine
has yet to offer a compelling reason why gay
people should be denied the right to marry.
Therefore the ban on same sex marriages is
unconstitutional. Critics often label this type
of legal reasoning, which often questions the
legitimacy of a legislative decision, “judicial
activism”.
Mr. Meese might be surprised to dis¬
cover that he himself was complied in the ap¬
pointment of an activist judge to the Supreme
Court. A recent study by the Libertarian

The ABA certainly
was not a barrier to
the judicial
makeover
undertaken in the
Reagan-Bush years.
Institute for Justice found that Anthony
■Kennedy, who was at the helm of the Justice
Department, voted to set aside the decision
of the legislature in over 85% of cases; Jus¬
tices Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Stephen
Breyer, both appointed by Clinton, voted to
set aside the decision of the legislature in
35% of cases.
The backlash against “activist” judges
in federal courts is manifesting itself in
strange ways. In an appearance on CNN’s
confrontational show Crossfire, Congress¬
man Barr trumpeted the “We the People”
phrase of the Constitution to suggest that the
Constitution confers upon Congress the
power to override decisions made in federal
courts. Some judges, Barr argues, are fla¬
grantly usurping legislative power by refus¬
ing to defer to legislative determinations.
Among the decisions Representative
DeLay cites as abuses of judicial power is
the preliminary injunction granted by Judge
Thelton Henderson to prevent the enforce¬
ment of Proposition 209 in California, which
would prohibit state-sponsored affirmative
action. Judge Henderson prevented the en¬
forcement of Proposition 209 because he be¬
lieved it could be unconstitutional. But some
conservatives contend that judges should ex¬
ercise judicial restraint when the people of
California have spoken through a referen¬
dum such as Proposition 209; the decision
rendered in this case is thus a perfect ex¬
ample of judicial activism to many conserva¬
tives.
There are “activist” decisions, how¬
ever, that you won’t hear DeLay and his col¬
leagues denounce. Cheryl Hopwood, a white
female denied admission to the University of
Texas Law School, sued the university (as
an agent of the state) over its race-conscious
admissions policy, a policy implicitly en¬
dorsed by Texas’ legislature. A federal dis¬
trict judge in this case ruled that race can¬
not be a factor in the admission of law school
applicants. The decision flies in the face of
legal precedents, including the landmark
Supreme Court case Bakke vs. California
Regents of the University of California at
Davis, which explicitly stipulated that race
could be a factor in the admission of candi¬
dates to institutions of higher education.
A federal judge in Oregon overturned
a state initiative that allowed physician-as¬

sisted suicide. The legal determination made
by the judge in this case conflicted with the
wishes of Oregon citizens in the exact same
way that Judge Henderson’s decision con¬
flicted with the wishes of California citizens.
Both are examples of “judicial activism.”
What distinguishes the decision made by the
judge from California was that the decision
rendered was liberal, a big no-no when Re¬
publicans preside over Congress. The con¬
cern among conservatives thus is not the
philosophy which guides the decision mak¬
ing process (judicial activism), but rather the
substance of the decision itself (California
can’t ban affirmative action).
What should not be lost in this fray of
legal mumbo jumbo is that many conserva¬
tive decisions are decidedly “activist” as
well. The federal district court’s decision to
prohibit the use of race in institutions of
higher education establishes a new policy for
the entire district within its jurisdiction. The
sovereignty of Louisiana, (as well as Texas)
which falls within the jurisdiction of the court
which decided Hopwood, is compromised.
Hopwood commands Texas and Louisiana
schools receiving state financial assistance
to adhere to a policy created not by experi¬
enced educational leaders, but by distant le¬
gal observers.
Many conservatives deciying the per¬
ceived proliferation of “activist” judges seem
annoyed by its persistence only when the de¬
cisions rendered are liberal. When judicial
activism engenders liberal decisions, conser¬
vatives have not been tolerant. Indeed, many
of them have called for the recall, and yes,
even the impeachment of liberal federal
judges.
Subjecting federal judges to recall or
impeach on a legislative whim would throw
the doctrine of separation of powers into
chaos. More importantly, the judiciary has
curbed the excesses of various legislatures
at important moments in American history,
protecting cherished civil rights and liberties.
Even entertaining the idea of impeach¬
ing justices for what might be construed as
liberal or “activist” decisions compromises
the independence of the judiciary that the
Constitution fosters. While Madison clearly
intended the judiciary to be the weakest
branch of government, they did not believe
that the judiciary ought to be powerless. The
embryonic justifications for judicial review
(the right of courts to rule on the constitu¬
tionality of legislative acts) can be found in
Federalist 78.
Conservatives who accuse “activist”
judges of injectingpolitics into legal decisions
and straying from a literal interpretation of
the Constitution ought to heed their own ad¬
vice when they suggest that “judicial activ¬
ism” is grounds for impeachment. The Con¬
stitution stipulates that judges can only be
impeached for “high crimes and misdemean___ »
ors.
Ask one of the conservative Congress¬
men ostracizing judicial activism which de¬
cisions they denounce and which judges they
deplore — chances are, you’ll find a liberal
behind every one of them. The message to
federal justices from the right is clear — we
don’t mind politics entering your decisions
as long as you embrace our politics.

Watch for
Point/Counterpoint
in next week's Student
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The making of a JA.
By SHAWN P. O’LEARY

Forum Editor
At first glance, the Junior Advisor/
Resident Coordinator orientation program
seems rather complete. Most of the five days
of orientation were rather long, amounting
to roughly ten hours of training each day. It
seemed apparent to me that much of the ori¬
entation week was geared towards
refamiliarizing the JAs and RCs with the ins
and outs of personnel, policies, and facilities.
One program, entitled Hypo-halls,
which I found to be of the most value entailed
RCs creating and playing out scenes which
they felt a JA may be likely to encounter over
the course of the year. This program pro¬
vided the participants with something that
most of the other programs did not: train¬
ing. As three and four year students of Bates
College, the JAs and RCs know where to at¬
tain their room keys, who to call when dam¬
age is done to their dormitory, etc.
Another program which relied heavily
on interaction and discussion was conducted
by Director Brasuell, entitled:
“A
Multicultural Community - Pluralism at
Bates”. This program sought to help partici¬
pants realize that norms can neither be
readily identified nor established, history is
taught differently from various perspectives,
and to be mindful that life in a multicultural
community requires respect and acceptance
of others and their beliefs. As Director
Brasuell stated, “People don’t see themselves
as taking responsibility for each other as
members of a community”.
Most of the remaining sessions,
whether as valuable as suicide prevention

and conflict mediation or as seemingly un¬
important as key distribution at the physi¬
cal plant, consisted of speakers pontificat¬
ing from a podium. Often times, the sessions
were held in the same location with little or
no interruption. This resulted in a collec¬
tion of JAs and RCs who were bored, drained,
and missing information which may be of use
to them at some point in the upcoming year.
Furthermore, the bulk of the sessions were
held during the business hours of the college,
preventing JAs and RCs from attending to
any business they may have had without
skipping out on one or more of the sessions.
Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of
orientation for JAs is that it is immediately
followed up by a week of first year orienta¬
tion including mostly the same speeches by
the same presenters. In the interest of sav¬
ingtime and resources these sessions should
be consolidated, thereby allowing more time
for JAs and RCs to attend to their business
when they first arrive at the college.
RC/JA orientation week should be
viewed as an opportunity to provide JAs and
RCs with the practical skills they will un¬
doubtedly need during the course of the year.
Therefore, the week spent prior to the arrival
of the first years should consist of training
rather than orientation. It was obvious that
each of the presenters felt strongly about
their role in the operation of the college and
the lives of the students, however, the bulk
of the week’s sessions consisted of informa¬
tional rather than instructional presenta¬
tions. The opportunity for a quality week of
training is present, so long as the college
abandons the concept of orientating three
and four year veterans of the school.
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R.C. orientation revealed
By ANNE FAZIO

Managing Editor
Fifteen-hundred extra dollars, a free
dinner at DaVinci’s, an afternoon with
friends in the beautiful woods of Maine —
what more could a Resident Coordinator ask
for? The only thing that I can think of was a
break from the grueling schedule of the RC/
JA orientation week.
As a first-time Resident Coordinator
I found myself a bit nervous as I pulled up to
Rand Hall last Saturday afternoon. Having
arrived a day early I had the opportunity to
move in and enjoy my spacious single on the
first floor (something my fellow colleagues
would not do because of our multiple com¬
mitments). However, as the day slipped into
the night, and the night into the next day my
relaxed demeanor was quickly replaced with
a big case of the jitters. My anxieties were
swiftly put to rest as I walked over Sunday
evening to the Mays Center for an introduc¬
tory dinner with fellow RC’s and the super
excited Junior Advisors. After brief intro¬
ductions and a fabulously catered commons
meal, we were requested to meet bright and
early the following morning for our Outward
Bound ropes program.
I think that the Outward Bound expe¬
rience was the highlight of orientation week.
Quickly our entire group bonded, and soon
enough we were joking around like old
friends. The best part was that there were
not two distinct groups among the RC’s and
JA’s, rather we were all in the same boat, and
that the week ahead was a learning process
for everyone. I felt that as we got back into
the vans to return to Bates the entire group
was excited to jump into the programs sched¬

uled for the next four days — little did we
know that each of the days was to be ten
hours long.
The following days were characterized
by multiple and seemingly endless seminars.
Though I believe each presentation was very
worthy three straight hours of “Eating Dis¬
orders,” “Sexuality Issues,” and “Suicide, De¬
pression and Peer Counseling Techniques”
was well, depressing. I found that the best
mornings/afternoons incorporated a variety
of lecturing as well as interactive discussions
. Having said that, I found our Thursday
session to be the best sequence of events all
week. “The what would you do if” ... (sce¬
narios) and Hypo Halls for me proved to be
the most useful activities we did during the
week. Role playing forced each one of us to
carefully examine our positions, and intelli¬
gently deal with sensitive situations.
Furthermore, until Thursday I felt a bit
left out of various discussions held during the
previous days. Inevitably conversations were
channeled toward the JA’s and their first
years. I completely understand the neces¬
sity to address the multiple issues that Jun¬
ior Advisors would face with their centers,
but hey, I had never seen a blue slip before
(call me ignorant), and I assumed that the
majority of my job was going to be signing
these important pieces of paper. Let’s just
say that i signed my first one Tuesday for
Women’s Rugby, and I had to ask the cap¬
tains where.
However, all in all minus the tight
schedule, I walked away from the experience
grinning.. I loved acting for the Hypo Halls,
and I feel that the week was a success. I can
only pray that my year will run just as
smoothly — no complaints yet.

Write for the Student.
Please.
I:

?

Otherwise, you'll need to put up with our editors
running their personal for-sale ads in our extra space:
For sale: computer table, slightly falling apart;
used (but nice) carpet, sized for suite in Smith.
Asking $10 each, will haggle. Call Rob, 34-35
Webb House, x7432, e-mail rpelkey@abacus.

Meetings Sunday night at 8, Chase Hall 224.
Be there... or else.
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Revised policy, old mindsets
and tough new choices
The days of public drunken free-for-alls seem to be over. This year it will be diffi¬
cult for first-years to be initiated into a formerly common Bates experience of getting
completely trashed at the first Den Terrace party of the year.
We acknowledge the fact that Bates must, by order of the Maine Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement, resort to the most detested kind of alcohol policy: one that is lawful and
responsible. And we support this position, albeit with somewhat hypocritical feelings.
We implore those who are incredulous to hold their outrage for a minute. It’s the
law we’re talking about, not an administrative power play to control the drinking on
campus. Bates is acting in accordance with state law, and it would be both ignorant and
juvenile to hold a grudge against the administration for upholding it. Students should
not expect the College to violate the law for the sake of what some students erroneously
believe is campus-contained, safer and more self-controlled (but indisputably illegal)
intoxication.
Many feel that the new policy is lawful, but nonetheless unjust. The policy’s main
focus is to discourage underage drinking, 'which is no less fair than setting the legal and
seemingly arbitrary drinking age at 21. This is a related but separate argument.
What’s pertinent in the current uproar is that selling alcohol without a liquor li¬
cense carries some rather unpleasant penalties that both administrators and students
don’t want to incur.
The new policy won’t prevent underage students from attending campus-wade par¬
ties. It just ensures that they won’t drink at them. This kind of strategy is more lenient
than that of some bars and clubs, where minors’ attendance is prohibited.
A shared concern between students and administrators is about is how the policy
will affect the whole campus social scene. Administrators, security officers, resident co¬
ordinators and junior advisers say that they wall not act as law enforcement agents in¬
side the dorms.
One danger of the policy is that students may no longer convene around kegs at
campus-wides, but will instead form smaller groups that might gather privately to drink
in the safer havens of their rooms. Students are determined that Den Terrace parties
must go on, but the effects of the revised policy on attendance at other campus-wides
remains to be seen. So do the effects on students’ alcohol use at Bates.
What the new policy does provide is a chance for positive change.
For the past few years, there have been many complaints that the Bates social
scene has become stale. With the new policy, students and organizations are being forced
to be more creative, which can potentially result in a more diverse, entertaining and
unusual party scene.
We can gripe, mope and complain all we want but that will not change the policy. If
we approach this policy with optimism and an open mind, we can do great things which
will set party precedents for years to come.
We will continue to drink if that is what we choose to do. This isn’t going to change,
but perhaps our definition of fun will no longer be standing in a smelly lounge fighting
our way to the head of a keg.
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As the section name suggests, the opinion pages of the Student are intended to be an
open forum for the Bates community. To this end, we invite members of the commu¬
nity to contribute to it.
Letters to the Editor must be received on Wednesday at noon if they are to be consid¬
ered for publication in the next issue on Friday. All letters must be signed, but under
special circumstances the newspaper may withhold names upon request. People may
deliver single-spaced, typed letters to 224 Chase Hall, or mail them to the Bates Stu¬
dent, 309 Bates College, Lewiston, ME 04240. They may also submit letters on a 3.5
inch computer disk, or by e-mail to soleary@abacus.bates.edu.
The Bates Student reserves the right not to print letters and to edit letters for length
and clarity.
Additional postal correspondence can be mailed to the above address.
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Reach the Bates Student by telephone at (207) 795-7494, or by fax at (207) 786-6035.

Call the Student at 795-7494

Subscription rates are $25 for the academic year, or $15 per semester. Checks should
be made payable to the Bates Student.

(make check or money order payable to
Shawn O’Leary or Rob Pelkey)
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Maine: The Way Life Should Be
Consumerism at its finest: Freeport’s allure
By TINA IYER
Features Editor
L.L. Bean is the reason why Freeport
exists, or so I like to believe.
Older folks will tell you about the days
when Bean was just a shack that sold hunt¬
ing gear, but now tourists are being bused in
from Portland just to unload their fanny
packs.
And for us, the college kids of the 90’s,
L.L. Bean is an institution, almost mythical
in size and influence on our dress, our gear,
and our Friday nights. It’s open 24 hours a
day, 365 days a year, and if you invest in one
of their items, its guaranteed for life.
Freeport, once a sleepy town, has
grown up prosperously around L.L. Bean.
It is easy to forget that Freeport is ac¬
tually a residential town, with a post office
and fire department and a public school sys¬
tem that doesn’t explain why the Banana Re¬
public really isn’t an outlet store at all.
And for our purposes, maybe it doesn’t
matter at all that Freeport has its own in¬
habitants. What matters to the student, to
the visitor, to the curious-mind, is that
Freeport has an abundance of stores all
within walking distance, and these stores are
supposed to have good deals.
One has to wonder, though, what, or
where, these deals are.
L.L. Bean’s retail store never claimed
to be an outlet, and for the quality of its prod¬
ucts, the prices are definitely reasonable.
And it does have a real outlet store located
in one of the parking lots.
And yes, there are other outlet stores
in Freeport such as Benetton and Nine West.
But the Gap is full price (except for
upstairs), and so is Maxwell’s Pottery.
So, if Freeport isn’t the outlet bliss that
it is believed to be, why do people, including
Bates students, go?
It’s because we go to Bates and going

Elizabeth Purinton photo

Where to go first? There’s no wrong direction.

to Freeport is what we do.
Where else can get a water bottle, a
new sweater, or candles that you can’t light
in your on-campus room?
It might even be preaching to the choir
to write anything about Freeport at all, but
there must be some left who are still uniniti¬
ated ...
Freeport is a great day trip, afternoon
trip, or middle-of-the-night trip.
Roughly a half-hour from Lewiston on
Route 136 South, it is a lovely drive (the best
in October) that winds along the
Androscoggin River for a bit and then takes
you through some quiet towns and past some
rickety houses.
The left turn off of Routel36 into
Freeport leads straight onto the main drag
of Main Street, the heart and soul of this con¬

sumer mecca. The most sought-after stores
line Main Street or are conveniently located
nearby. You can’t get lost, and you can’t go
wrong.
Parking in Freeport is free and plenti¬
ful, courtesy of L.L. Bean. And with the ex¬
ception of the week before Labor Day, a space
is usually easy to find.
The must-see, must-go, must-buy store
is definitely L.L. Bean.
The store’s staff is friendly, the stuff is
cool, and how does one resist a multi-level
megastore complete with pond and
taxidermied moose? Buy maple syrup, flan¬
nel sheets, a rifle, and tent here, and grab a
cup of coffee, too.
Feel free to browse at 4 a.m. and won¬
der about the other normal-looking custom¬
ers picking out fishing gear.

Besides L.L. Bean, there are a seem¬
ingly infinite number of stores to venture
into.
Find perpetually tucked-in and
slicked-back khaki boys at J.Crew, check
out unnecessary china and glassware at
Villeroy and Boch, indulge in some fleece
at Patagonia, and wonder why Donna
Karan ever tried to charge $98 for a flan¬
nel shirt during the grunge craze at her
outlet store.
Freeport is a great place to procras¬
tinate during finals and get some holiday
shopping done.
Mangy Moose offers every type of
moose item available for that uncle with
the moose obsession, and there are cook¬
ies galore at the Pepperidge Farm. If the
big name manufacturer doesn’t interest
you, there are plenty of stores selling
Maine handicrafts as well.
Food in Freeport can be a little ex¬
pensive, but there are franchises such as
Arby’s and McDonald’s if you’re hungry
but don’t want to spend a lot of cash. In
fact, the McDonald’s in Freeport is perhaps
the most aesthetically pleasing one that
I’ve ever seen. You won’t see any nasty
golden arches but rumor has it that the
Hamburglar still lurks inside.
The Corsican Restaurant on Me¬
chanic Street has some tasty crabcakes,
and The Big Tomato can satisfy a need for
greasy pizza. More grease can be found
at Friendly’s, and desserts are great at Ben
and Jerry’s.
Freeport isn’t all there is to Maine,
nor should it be ... but it is a good drive
late at night when the kegger ain’t your
thing.
You never know: Sometimes a great
find might find you, and hey, who wouldn’t
patronize a store created by a man named
Leon Leonwood?

L-A bargains: selections for $10 or less HELP ME.
By BATES STUDENT STAFF

8:00 p.m., Friday & Saturday 11:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. - luncheon buffet $5.95

Reid State Park visit, $2.50

EATS AND DRINKS
Chopsticks- 783-6300, 37 Park Street,
Lewiston, 7 days a week, Luncheon BuffetMonday-Friday 11:30-2:00p.m.- $5.95. (best
Chinese food in Maine!)
Bagels and Things- 782-4426, 213 Center
Street Auburn, Monday - Saturday 6:00 -2:00
p.m., Sunday 7:00 a.m. -2:00 p.m. - $3.95 eggs
and bacon, $3.55 blueberry pancakes
Margarita’s- 782-6036, 838 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Sunday - Thursday 4:00 - 10:00
p.m., Friday & Saturday 4:00 - 11:00 p.m. combo meals $6.95
Governor’s- 753-0173, 1185 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, diner food and home-made des¬
serts starting at $2.99
DaVinci’s-782-2088, Bates Mill Complex, 32
Canal Street Lewiston, Monday -Thursday
11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., Sunday 11:00 a.m. -

Pat’s Pizza- 784-8221, 85 Center Street Au¬
burn, Sunday - Thursday 10:30 a.m. -10:00
p.m., Friday & Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 11:00
p.m. - large cheese pizza $6.95. (yummy!)

Trip to Orchard Beach
Trip to Freeport (doesn’t include money
spent shopping)

Quality- 783-8425, 145 College Street, Mon¬
day - Sunday 6:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. - bagel
sandwiches $1.59, pizza $1.25, sodas $1.10,
bag of chips: 89 cents

Hoyt’s Cinema, $7.00 for evening shows,
$4.75 for matinees

The Den: Bates Campus- Chase Hall, ham¬
burger $1.30, french fries $1, sandwiches
$1.50-$2.80

Health Center: condoms- trojans: 3 for 25
cents, specialty condoms 25 cents (kiss of
mint), bottle of astrogiide $5.00.

The Blue Goose-Tavern 783-3287,69 Sabattus
Street, Tuesdays 9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m., pitcher $4.00, pints $1.00, Thursdays 10:00
p.m. -1:00 a.m., guinness/bass pints $1.50 (tshirt giveaways!)

Anything (well, a lot) at Wal-Mart

ACTIVITIES

Maine state identification card, $5.00

Climb up Mount David

Tank o’ gas and a few hours to explore

GOOD BUYS

THEN THERE’S ALWAYS...
Used compact discs from Bull Moose

Spend time outdoors
in Maine? Want to
talk about it?
OR...
Been to India? Born
in India? Have
Indian parents?
Let me know.
E-mail
tiyer@bates.edn
by September 15
Thank you for your support.
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Bates folk
and their
favorite in¬
state spots
By MICHELLE WONG

Editor-in-Chief
TINA IYER

Features Editor
Arvilla Harmon of the Bates College Book¬
store recommends anywhere on the coast,
but suggests Old Orchard Beach or the
Wiscasset area... former Housing Coordina¬
tor Matt Arsenault ’96 is a big fan of Bailey
Island and Giant Stairs because they’re right
by the water and the rocks, and its a great
day trip from Bates ... for a little something
to do, check out the Old Port in Portland, says
Rico Herring ’98... Danae Richardson ’01
prefers to go “wherever there are no build¬
ings,” and that includes Sebago Lake... Tonie
Taft ’98 knows that “Downeast Maine is truly
Maine!” and loves Soutwest Harbor, Acadia
National Park and Big Al’s Pit Stop ... back
to Portland, try Macaroni Grille, says Renee
Marchant ’99... Dennis Skinner, custodian,
likes watching the sun rise (or set) on
Cadillac Mountain in Bar Harbor ...
Beauchamp Point in Rockport is the “most
beautiful place I’ve ever been” says Ann
Gendaszek ’00 ... you can find a great hot
dog at The Blue Goose, according to Jay
Lively ’98 ... lobster’s gotta be good up in
Camden, and Liam Clarke ’98 notes that
Camden also has a great view from the hills
... Nicholas Wright, 7, the son of Associate
Dean of Admissions and Director of
Multicultural Recruitment Carmita McCoy,
advises everyone to head to the Toys ‘R’ Us
or to Funtown USA in Saco ... Carmita her¬
self likes the Lobster Shack in Cape Eliza¬
beth .... one student cited that the real Andre
the Seal (at least, his statue) is located in
Rockport to the north... to the south is Cliff
Island, a place that Joanne Douglas ’00
heads to if she has to be in Maine ... David
Lieber ’98 is thankful for Perfumania in
Freeport because it keeps him from having
to take a daily shower ... Czerny Brasuell,
Director of Multicultural Affairs, hasn’t lived
in Maine long enough to have a favorite place
... Koren Burris in the dean of student’s of¬
fice recommends the natural beauty of
Popham Beach - there are condos there, she
says, so don’t even think about building one
... Tina Iyer ’98 recalls that Owls Head Light
in Owls Head is good for a romantic evening
in the mist... Renny Swan ’00 has nostalgic
feelings about those summers he spent in
Reid State Park with his family, but he’s be¬
come a big fan of Scarlet Begonias, a bistro
in Brunswick that he says has a great tomato,
sprouts, avocado, and mozarella sandwich
... Renny’s roommate Blair Carswell ’00
thinks his favorite place in Maine might be
Arizona because it’s home (good luck find¬
ing that on a Maine map!) ... Brinda
Tahiliani ’98 likes going “up, up, up north”
to Moosehead ... So. Go where you have to.
Explore. There’s stuff in Portland. In Au¬
gusta. Way the hell up north. In your back¬
yard. And Shaw’s is open 24 hours a day.

Beyond Bates: Brunswick calls
By TINA IYER

Features Editor
The first time I drove down 196 East
to Brunswick I felt myself to be a traitor.
Was I betraying some code of
Batesieness by going to the town where
Bowdoin, our rival college, is located? Was it
proper for me to leave the urban confines of
Lewiston for the cutesy comfort of
Brunswick?
My guilt lessened when I realized that
most Bates students participate in this
treachery.
There comes a day when the Auburn
Mall isn’t good enough, when Pat’s Pizza isn’t
what you need. And so, you venture to
Brunswick.
Perhaps there are those who have
never chosen to acknowledge the existence
of Bowdoin College and its home in
Brunswick but, as an agreeable, non-threat¬
ening, and clean small town, it is a place that
contrasts with Lewiston, which is often eu¬
phemistically described as gritty.
A change of pace and place is always
a relief when surviving in the Bates Bubble,
and there is nothing like bursting into an¬
other one to revive the soul.
A trip to Brunswick begins with a
pleasant half-hour drive, during which one
cruises past the lengthy strip mall that is
Lisbon Street and the “Who Cares? Jesus.”
sign.
Route 196 becomes a quiet, windy road
that goes by a few antique stores and then
becomes Route 201 South, just as it heads
on to Maine Street in Brunswick.
It’s hard to say, really, what Brunswick
has that Lewiston doesn’t. Maybe what
Brunswick has is easy accessibility to every¬
thing, including free two-hour parking line
both sides of Maine Street. Unless noted, ev¬
erything mentioned here is on Maine Street.
A good first stop is Morning Glory
Natural Foods, which also has a location in
Bath. This wealthy store will provide you with
lots of organic and pure food and foodstuffs;
you’ll never feel this good about eating po¬
tato chips and peanut butter.
The store also stocks eco-friendly
cleansers and some packaged meals - get
your risotto and falafel here.

For those who do their own cooking,
the store carries bulk grains and nuts. And
for those in need of a freshly scrubbed, sweet¬
smelling body, Morning Glory has tons of
healthy body care, including the Burt’s Bees¬
wax line. Fliers on nutrition and disease pre¬
vention, as well as books on yoga, are also
available.
I asked Kat Richman, Morning Glory’s
friendly salesperson, what she recommended
in the way of food in Brunswick. She said
that all the worthy eats are on Maine Street.
Right next to the natural food store is
Big Top Delicatessen, which touts itself as a
“New York Style Deli.” Whether or not that’s
true, Richman says the sandwiches are tasty,
and how wrong can you go with a deli?
On the other side of the street from the
Big Top is Bombay Mahal, a decent Indian
restaurant. The service is quick, the staff is
relaxed and the skimpy dose of spices in the
food won’t terrorize the untried tongue.
Brunswick also has a few Italian options,
including the Great Impasta and Benzoni’s.
The Great Impasta is right at the start
of Maine Street, and has a cozy dining atmo¬

sphere and your standard Italian fare. This
is a good place to go for Bates Parent’s Week¬
end when every restaurant in the LewistonAuburn area is jammed. But be forewarned:
The Great Impasta doesn’t take reservations.
Benzoni’s, on Town Hall Place off of
Maine Street, has brick-oven pizza and beer
and ale on tap. It also has outdoor seatingif your idea of a view is a small parking lot.
On the end of the main part of Maine
Street is Maine Street Manhattan, a swanky
looking eatery that refers to its food as “ca¬
sual gourmet.” It has an eclectic dinner
menu and doesn’t appear too intimidating.
Seafood can be found down the street
at Joshua’s Restaurant and Tavern.
For lighter fare, try the popular Bohe¬
mian Coffeehouse. They roast their own
beans, and they aren’t a major corporate
chain spreading its tentacles across the
planet.
Another place for a quick bite is the
Wild Oats Bakery, located in the Tontine Mall
Continued on Page 9

Playing around in the Old Port
By TANIA RALLI

Arts Editor
Portland provides an excellent escape
from Lewiston’s urban landscape, with po¬
tential for a quick afternoon jaunt or all-day
excursion.
The Old Port sitting by the Portland
Harbor is an attractive collection of reno¬
vated red brick buildings, rescued from de¬
mise in the 1970’s. Now home to galleries,
cafes, and eclectic shops the city is easy to
navigate.
As a compact grid of cobblestone
streets, the Old Port is easily traversed on
foot.
Starting by the water at 24 Commer¬
cial Street is 3 Dollar Dewey’s, a large infor¬
mal restaurant and pub. More than thirty
beers are available on tap and the restau¬
rant serves standard sandwiches at reason¬

able prices.
On nearby Wharf Street is a restau¬
rant claiming to offer “love at first bite” Tony’s Thai Taste Restaurant was rated sev¬
enth in value by the Portland Dining Guide
for chicken satay ($5.95) or a dinner portion
ofpadthai ($6.95).
Exchange Street runs through the cen¬
ter of the Old Port and is the street with the
most attractions.
On the corner of Exchange and Fore
Streets is the CD Exchange, a small and
somewhat dingy music store. Nevertheless,
they will buy old CDs; and if you look through
their racks, there may be an old CD worth
listening to.
Basement Billiards is on the opposite
corner; it offers free pizza and cheap beer
during happy hour from 5:00 p.m. until 7:00.
If your pursuits are more intellectual,
up the street is Books Etc., a bright store with

a carefully selected array of worthwhile
books. It’s open until nine.
On the same side of the street is
Perfetto, a restaurant with an Italian-influ¬
enced modern menu and sophisticated yet
down-to-earth setting. For lunch, the
roasted portobello mushroom sandwich is
topped with goat cheese and grilled veg¬
etables ($7.50). Dinner is more expensive,
with the house-made shrimp ravioli with a
lobster-tomato sauce ringing in at $14.
If you are looking to save money,
Fresh Market Pasta across the street lets
you choose a freshly made pasta and sauce.
Small portions range from $3.75-4.70 and
large portions from $4.25-5.10. Sauces in¬
clude alfredo, marinara and pesto.
Nearby on Exchange Street is
JavaNet, for those addicted to both caffeine
Continued on Page 9
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Sharing Brunswick with the Polar Bears
Continued from Page 8

(mall meaningbuilding with a few stores, not
mammoth megaplex).
Wild Oats has yummy sandwiches and
baked goods, as well as many types of the
expensive but delicious Fresh Samantha
juices. The bakery has an outdoor deck con¬
nected to it; enjoy your scone and coffee un¬
der a giant umbrella while its still warm out¬
side.
The Tontine Mall offers the visitor
more than just food:
The Coffee Dog Bookstore is housed
in the building with Tontine Fine Candies,
which is guaranteed to fix that chocolate
craving.
The Eveningstar Cinema serves up
arty flicks nightly, with matinees on Thurs¬
day, Saturday, and Sunday, and the bulletin
boards inside the building boast news about
Brunswick area community theaters and
meditation classes.
Brunswick is a great place to go for
compact discs (and cassette tapes, and
records...)
No national chains are here, just trusty
Bull Moose Records - known by all from Port¬
land and the Lewiston Mall.

For those who would rather pick up
some Mozart or Ella Fitzgerald, Macbeans
Music is the place to go, and conveniently,
the two stores are only seconds away from
each other.
A chain like Border’s Books and Mu¬
sic in Portland might have a bigger fiction
selection than it’s independent counterpart,
but Gulf of Maine Books is an excellent small
bookstore.
This independent bookseller has a
hefty poetry section, an impressive Native
American shelf, and some great-looking
cards and calendars.
Fun gifts and “stuff" can be found at
The Works, which also has some women’s
clothing and jewelry.
Jenney Station has cigars priced from
$2.89 to $32.00, as well as Zippos, humidors,
magazines, tobacco, and Macanudo jackets.
And for die-hard Aveda product fans,
Looking Glass Hairstyling has it all.
And that’s it for the run down on
Brunswick. There is more, of course. The
Bowdoin campus, for instance. Bailey Is¬
land isn’t too far away. And maybe there is
life off Maine Street that should be discov¬
ered.

Race matters to Cornel West
Prominent Harvard professor to speak about issues of race
Cornel West, one of the nation’s most
eminent scholars, will address the topic of
race in our society at the inaugural Bates
Fall Forum on Friday, September 12 at 4:00
p.m. in the Alumni Gynasium. The public is
invited to attend free of charge.
West, professor of Afro-American
studies and philosophy of religion at
Harvard University, is the author of the
widely-discussed best-seller Race Matters,
called “a compelling blend of philosophy, so¬
ciology and political commentary” by The
New York Times. His latest book credits
include Keeping the Faith and Jews and
Blacks: Let the Healing Begin, which he
co-wrote with Michael Lerner.
“The preeminent African-American

intellectual of our time ... West is one of the
few cultural critics in this country equally
concerned about matters spiritual and ma¬
terial,” said Henry Louis Gates Jr., the WE.B.
du Bois Professor of Humanities and chair¬
man of the Afro-American Studies depart¬
ment at Harvard.
A1973 magna cum laude graduate of
Harvard, West received his M.A. in 1975 and
Ph.D in 1980 from Princeton University. He
then went to the Department of Afro-Ameri¬
can Studies at Princeton before moving to
Harvard in 1994.
The Bates Fall Forum is a new event
at Bates, “scheduled to continue our campus
discussion and understanding of one of the
major issues before us,” said President
Donald W Harvard.

Peter Gomes ’65 to come home
Noted Harvard theologian Peter J.
Gomes, Bates College class of ‘65, will dis¬
cuss themes connected with his recently pub¬
lished bestseller The Good Book: Reading the
Bible with Mind and Heart at the Edmund S.
Muskie Archives on Tuesday, September 9
at 4:00 p.m.
The Plummer Professor of Christian
Morals and minister of the Memorial Church
at Harvard University, Gomes reinterprets
the bible as a dynamic, transforming and
inclusionary work for our times. “The theme
of this book is the risk and joy of the Bible:
risk in that we might get it wrong, and joy in
the discovery of the living Word becoming
flesh,” Gomes wrote.
Since being named by Time Magazine
in 1979 as one of our country’s seven most
influential preachers, he has remained an
insistent voice of conscience, blending a con¬
servative view of religion and morality—he
is a leading authority on the Pilgrims of Ply¬
mouth —with contemporary concern for the
physical and spiritual welfare of all Ameri¬
cans.
Humor and wit inform the serious
moral content of his sermonsand have made
him a sought-after speaker, including two
presidential inaugurations.
Gomes graduated from Bates and

Diana Eck to address issues of concern to a
multireligious society
Diana L. Eck, Professor of Comparative Religion and Indian Studies at HarvardUni¬
versity and the 1997-1998 Zerby Lecturer in Contemporary Religious Though t will be speak¬
ing at Bates on Thursday, September 11 at 7:30 p.m. on “Multireligious America: New Ar¬
guments, New Opportunities,” in Chase Hall Lounge.
Professor Eck is a widely-published scholar of national and international reputa¬
tion, whose leadership of The Pluralism Project at Harvard has brought a major reassess¬
ment of American religious pluralism and its implications for understanding and appreci¬
ating not only American history and culture, but other cultures as well. The popular and
scholarly acclaim for Dr. Eck’s 1993 award-winning book Encountering God: A Spiritual
from Bozeman to Banaras demonstrates her extraordinary capacity to harness her con¬
siderable intellectual acumen in the service of an audience far wider than those which
scholars typically reach. The recent release of her multi-media CD-ROM, On Common
Ground: World Religions in America proves that the media of her scholarship are as cur¬
rent and as engaging as its content.
At 4:30 p.m. on September 11 in Skelton Lounge Professor Eck will also be leading a
semi nar based on one of her articles. Anyone interested in participating in the discus¬
sion can preregister with the chaplain’s office; places are limited.

Continued from Page 8
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Harvard Divinity School., and has been min¬
ister at the Memorial Church since 1974,
when he was appointed Plummer Professor
of Christian Morals.

Multifaith America

Fun cm the Portland
waterfront

Harvard University professor Cornel West.
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and the internet. In a bright and warm set¬
ting with leather sofas, JavaNet has the
slickness of any Starbucks, along with the
conglomerate’s high prices.
The cafe has its own server, and $19.95
a month offers unlimited access. But obvi¬
ously, for any college student this would be a
foolish investment.
Perpendicular to Exchange Street on
Fore Street are more shops such as Condom
Sense, purveyors of chocolate body paint
($8.99) and edible cherry flavored undies for
men ($5.99). Down the third block of the
street, have a psychic reading done for $25
at Light of the Moon.
If you find yourself running low on
cash, there is a 24 hour ATM on the corner
of Exchange and Middle Streets.
Ducking around that corner will take
you off the tourist’s path. If it’s a bit of quiet
that you seek, the Daily Fix coffee and tea
house is a good bet. The cafe’s ceilings are
low and hungwith aweb of green plants, and
bookshelves line the exposed brick walls.
The Old Port is easily reached by tak¬
ing exit 6A off of route 295.

Think
Bates life
is funny?

Draw a cartoon.
Submit it to the

Student.

Box 309.
Chase 224,
Sundays at 8.
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Lunch at Austin’s
Laura Biscoe talks volunteerism over gazpacho
By TINA IYER
Features Editor
It was no easy task pulling Laura
Biscoe away from her German ShepherdHusky-Wolf mix dog, Scout.
Before leaving for Austin’s, Biscoe,
volunteer coordinator and assistant coordi¬
nator of student activities, spent some time
cooing at the pooch who sits quietly in her
Chase Hail office keeping her owner company
as she works.
When we finally got to Austin’s, we
were lucky enough to order our meals and
find window table during the lunchtime rush.
We sat in a cozy back room lined with
shelves of wine. Abstaining, we chose to sip
fruit-flavored bubbly Poland Spring water
while we waited for our food.
Biscoe told me about the upcoming
Volunteer Fair on Wednesday, Sept. 10, from
5 p.m. to 7 p.m. in Chase Hall. It is open to all
students.
Biscoe is responsible for informing lo¬
cal non-profit organizations of students who
are interested in doing community service.
Volunteer coordinators from 34 groups
and agencies will participate in this year’s
fair, she said.
As our stomachs started to rumble,
Biscoe explained that she is the chairman for
the Androscoggin Volunteer Association,
which meets once a month at Bates. Volun¬
teer coordinators and directors gather every
other week to act as a support network and
discuss volunteer opportunities.
Biscoe is so full of energy and talkative
that I had to stay on my toes to digest all of
the information and thoughts that she threw
my way across the small round table.
She changed our topic of conversation
to Tuesday’s Outward Bound trip to Camp
Kiev, where she was involved in training stu¬
dent organization leaders. The trip, run by
former Bates students, was made “very Bates
specific,” Biscoe said. It gave her a chance
“to get to know organization leaders on an¬
other level.”
Our food arrived. Biscoe had ordered
half a turkey sandwich with pesto-mayonnaise dressing and chunky gazpacho soup.
We commented on how cute the three
fish-shaped crackers that came with our
lunches were. While we munched, Biscoe
mentioned that she “came back to Bates.”
“What?” I swallowed and asked if she
went to Bates. She nodded. “I graduated in
*84.”
An English major from Turner, Maine,
Biscoe confided that she is close to her par¬
ents and thus, wanted to stay in Maine for
college.

She had been ready to go to the Uni¬
versity of Southern Maine, but in the back of
her mind she hadn’t given up on her Bates
admissions offer.
Smiling, Biscoe said, “Bill Hiss inter¬
viewed me. I remember: He was wearing
clogs that day...” She also applied to Colby
(we both grimaced), and she remembers hav¬
ing an uncomfortable, “yucky” interview
there.
After choosing Bates, Biscoe said she
“dug clams to put myself through school, with
the help of maximum loans.” She spent her
first year in Rand, “when it still had charm,”
and she also passed through the hallowed
halls of Parker (when it was still all women)
and Small House.
I asked Biscoe what she thought of the
changes that have taken place at Bates since
her student years. “The nice thing about
Bates,” she said, “is that you can still come
back and the positive traditions live on. They
aren’t lost in the name of progress.”
Biscoe headed for Massachusetts af¬
ter graduation. She lived in such towns as
Jamaica Plain, Watertown and West Con¬
cord.
An employee of Harvard University’s
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, she
organized inner-city clean-ups and worked
with Habitat for Humanity, coming to real¬
ize a direction for her career.
By 1992, Biscoe wanted to go back to
Maine. Dean Branham clued Biscoe in to
available job openings: that of housing coor¬
dinator and volunteer coordinator.
Biscoe interviewed for both jobs on the
same day. She got the job she has now.
“When I first started,” Biscoe said, “my
office had a white candle, two boxes of Big
Brother, Big Sister files, and a phone. No
computer.”
A few phone calls and connections
later, she started the Volunteer Office as
Bates knows it today.
Biscoe said that she was “just wingingit, introducing myself in the community,”
but clearly her winging made strides. Al¬
though she used to spend most of her time
working on volunteer coordination, in recent
times the “student activities side has really
grown, so now my work is divided fifty-fifty
between student activities and volunteer
work.”
“The job is perfect forme,” said Biscoe,
looking up from her food.
Starting to eat her pickle, Biscoe said
she began advising the Chase Hall Commit¬
tee this year.
She dropped her pickle and turned
back to the gazpacho. Then we dished some
more about her Bates experience.

1984 Bates graduate Laura Biscoe. Before lunch.

Patrick Serengulian photo

The extensive menu at Austin’s, and this doesn’t even include the wine selection.

Patrick Serengulianphoto

When she finished her sandwich and
soup, Biscoe asked me if my pesto pasta
salad was all I was going to eat. At least I
finished my pickle, I thought, looking at the
half-eaten green spear left on her plate. She
read my mind when she said, “That pickle is
so salty. I would almost call it briney. Other¬
wise, I would have conquered that pickle.”
As she drank her water, she said, “This
stuff is kinda cleansing.” Biscoe said she
keeps the Adirondack brand of water in her
own house. “Raspberry’s good, and so is
peach, though a lot of people are turned off
by peach,” she said.
But peach is such a good fruit flavor, I
volunteered. I mentioned peach Jolly Ranch¬
ers, and Biscoe almost jumped out of her
seat. “Those are my ABSOLUTE favorite can¬
dies!”
But back to Bates. Biscoe said that
what first sparked her interest in volunteer

work was an experience she had her junior
year during short term.
During this time, Biscoe and her room¬
mate served Meals on Wheels to two elderly
sisters, Ethel and Thelma “who were old and
a little crazy,” Biscoe said with a grin. Not
only did the two bring their elderly charges
food, they also picked them flowers and
bought them underwear at K-mart.
Biscoe wrote to the sisters the follow¬
ing summer, and although the women died
shortly thereafter, the experience left an in¬
delible mark on her.
“I remember what I gained from that
experience,” she said. “I wanted to continue
that sort of work, it energizes me as much
as anything. It isn’t about changing the world,
but if you can help one person I think you
could call it a good day.”

_)

Long live print journalism.
Be the sports editor. Gumbel was.
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The Arts
Olin Arts Center
kicks off season
Alex Grey’s “Numinous Flesh” exhibition opens
this evening with artist’s lecture and reception
The Bates College Museum of Art cel¬
ebrates its season-opening exhibition,
“Numinous Flesh, paintings by Alex Grey,”
with a lecture by and a reception for the art¬
ist today at 7 p.m. The lecture will be in Room
104 of the Olin Arts Center, and the recep¬
tion will be in the museum. The public is in¬
vited and admission is free.
Grey portrays the human body as
translucent, revealing complex anatomical
systems rendered with medical precision and
interweaving these with glowing subtle en¬
ergies. By using visual metaphors of trans¬
parency and inner light, his paintings allude
to the process of becoming spiritually aware,
holy and enlightened.
Grey spent several years employed by
Harvard Medical School in the medical mu¬
seum and anatomy lab, preparing cadavers
and studying the human organism. He came
to see in the human anatomy a microcosm of
the many systems and levels of order in na¬
ture. At Harvard, he also worked briefly with

Arts in Maine
PORTLAND MUSEUM OF ART
Alex Katz Under the Stars: American Landscapes
1951-1995
through September 14
Seurat to Severini: Masterworks on Paper from
the Robert and Maurine Rothchild Family
Collection
through October 5
Andrew Wyeth at 80: A Celebration
through October 13
Art in the Dark: Quick Flix on Thursday Nights
September 11
Television Commercials (1963-1976)
Man in a Bubble, 1981, by Sidney Peterson
Homage to Magritte, 1975, by Anita Thacher
The Hat, 1964, by Faith and John Hubley with
Dizzie Gillespie and Dudley Moore
At Bates
Olin Museum of Art opening reception
Alex Grey “Numinous Flesh”
Friday, September 5,7 p.m.
Olin Museum of Art
Lower Gallery: Collection Highlights
paintings, prints, drawings and sculpture
Sweet Daddy Cool Breeze Blues Quartet
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
Saturday, September 6,8 p.m.
admission $10, $5 for students
Noonday Concert featuring John Corrie and
James Parakilas
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
Tuesday, September 9,12:30 p.m.
Thinking Heart: The Diary of Etty Hillesum
One-woman play directed by Ellen Seeling and
featuring Suzanne Stum
Gannett Theater
Thursday, September 12
admission $6, $3 for students

researchers in experiments investigating the
body’s healing energies.
The subject of Grey’s art centers on
the nature of consciousness and vision
states. He sees himself as continuing in the
tradition of visionary artists like William
Blake, Pavel Tchelichew, Jean Delville and
Gustave Klimt.
Grey’s paintings point to the invisible
spiritual world, which has been described by
mystics. Grey applies his unique perspec¬
tive to images of the archetypal human ex¬
periences from birth to death. In doing so,
he employs a variety of familiar religious
symbols and figures, including the ubiquitous
halo, the flaming aura, the chakra, Adam and
Eve, Buddah-like figures, demons and angels.
The exhibition of 18, mostly life-sized
works includes selections of narrative paint¬
ings, portrayals of prayer, meditation and
shamanistic ritual and the artist’s seminal
work, “The Sacred Mirrors.”

Bates midday
concerts to
recommence
w

■c

The Noonday Concert Series, featur¬
ing weekly performances by Bates faculty
and students, resumes on September 9 with
a program of Haydn songs performed by
tenor John Corrie and fortepianist James
Parakilas.
The free concerts wiU be held on Tues¬
days from 12:30 to 1 p.m. at the Olin Arts
Center Concert HaU.
Three other Noonday concerts are
scheduled for the month of September. On
September 16, Jeff PeHetier, flute, and pia¬
nist Mark Howard will perform Handel so¬
natas. Soprano Atsuko Hirai and pianist
Frank Glazer wiU perform operatic arias by
Verdi on September 23. The artist for the
September 30 concert will be announced.

Sweet Daddy
Cool Breeze
The blues quartet Sweet Daddy Cool
Breeze will perform in the Olin Arts Center
Concert HaU on Saturday at 8 p.m.
Sweet Daddy Cool Breeze performs
popular standards by a variety of blues leg¬
ends, including Muddy Waters, T. Bone
Walker, Big Joe Turner, and Stevie Ray
Vaughn. The band has opened for blues leg¬
ends B. B. King and James Cotton and has
toured internationaUy as headliners. Join¬
ing front-man WaUace Greaney, who alter¬
nates vocals with harmonica and saxophone,
are bassist Joe Fonda, guitarist Mark Easton
and drummer Pete Perfido.
Admission at the door is $10 and $5
for Bates students.

•
Two works of art from the upcoming
exhibition “Numinous Flesh: paintings
by Alex Grey”, opening today at the
Bates College Museum of Art:
Above:

Kissing
1983
Oil on linen
66 x 44 inches
CoUege Relations photo
Right:

Transfiguration
1993
Oil on linen
60 x 90 inches
Bates Museum of Art photo
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Question on the Quad
What’s your alcohol policy?

“Don’t puke on Ben.”

“I just drink it.
I don’t have a policy.”

Arthur Stamoulis ’98
(with Ben Griesinger ’00)

“The school does what it has to,
but I live off campus, so I could
care less.”

“Lap it up!”

Otis

Hannah Ragsdale ’00
Grace Eng ’98

Reported by Glen Philley • Photos by Elizabeth Purinton

Looking to pad
your resume
and your bank account
at the same time?
How about editing sports or doing advertising for

The Student is currently seeking a Sports Editor and an Advertising Manager
for the 1997-98 year. These are PAID positions with great side benefits,
including easy access to the Den - mmm, veggie burgers!
For more information, write to us at box 309, or call 795-7494 (on campus).

